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INTRODUCTION 

Project Background 

The Ministry for Culture and Heritage (‘the Ministry’) are proposing the construction of a 

memorial known as the ‘National Erebus Memorial’ within Dove Myer Robinson Park, 

Parnell, Auckland.  The proposal requires earthworks over an area of c.530m², located 

primarily on the north-eastern slopes of the park overlooking Taurarua/Judges Bay (Figure 

1, Figure 2).     

An archaeological assessment of the proposed works was prepared:  

C. Judge. December 2019.  Proposed Erebus Memorial, Dove Myer Robinson Park, 

Parnell, Auckland:  Archaeological Assessment.  Clough & Associates report prepared 

for Ministry for Culture and Heritage and The Building Intelligence Group.   

This report has been prepared as an addendum to the December 2019 assessment (Judge 

2019) and should be read in conjunction with that report. 

The initial assessment identified that the proposed works are located within close proximity 

to the original recorded location of Mataherehere Pa (R11/84) that was located on the 

headland prior to quarrying during the early 20th century and within the former Kilbryde 

property which was owned and developed by Sir John Logan Campbell during the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries (R11/2681).  The memorial is proposed to be located across what 

were identified as two broad lateral terraces that were thought likely to be associated with 

the late 19th or early 20th century landscaping works undertaken by Campbell.  The 

temporary access route to the proposed construction site is proposed to be built on top of 

the existing ground surface across the site of the former Kilbryde House.  Although no 

surface remains of the house have survived, probing within the affected area indicated the 

presence of possible subsurface archaeological features/deposits (Judge 2019).   

Following advice from Heritage NZ, the Ministry applied to undertake exploratory 

archaeological investigation work under Section 56 of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 

Taonga Act 2014 (HNZPTA) to determine the extent and nature of the surviving subsurface 

archaeological remains in order to inform future decisions regarding the proposal.  Heritage 

NZ granted the authority to undertake exploratory investigations on the site on 19 

September 2019 (Authority No. 2020/173; Appendix A).  The conditions of the Authority 

required that the works be undertaken in accordance with the investigation strategy 

prepared by Clough & Associates (Judge, August 2019) (Condition 2) and that any 

archaeological evidence identified during the exercising of the authority was recorded and 

mapped in accordance with current archaeological practice (Condition 3).    

A 3D ground penetrating radar (GPR) and magnetometer survey of the project area was 

undertaken by Matt Watson of Scantec in late 2019 (Watson 2019).  The results of that 

survey were included within the December 2019 update to the archaeological assessment 

(referenced above).  Ground truthing of the GPR and magnetometer survey was undertaken 

under the Heritage NZ Authority on 31 January and 7 February 2020 in accordance with 

the approved methodology (Judge, August 2019).   The results of these investigations are 

provided below in accordance with Condition 5 of the Authority.     
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Figure 1.  Map and aerial showing the location of the project area.  Source:  Building Intelligence 

Group 2019 
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Figure 2.  Proposed Erebus Memorial – Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, showing the proposed 

construction area and haul road alignment (Woods, September 2019)  
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Methodology 

The objectives of the exploratory investigations were to identify the nature, extent and 

condition of the surviving subsurface archaeological remains on the site.   

To fulfil these objectives a 3D ground penetrating radar and magnetometer survey of the 

project area was undertaken with ground truthing as required across the proposed 

construction area, temporary access road and immediate surrounding area as necessary.  

Ground truthing was proposed to be undertaken through the hand excavation of test squares 

(up to 0.5m²) and test trenches to determine the presence or absence of subsurface 
archaeological remains.  The locations of the test areas are illustrated on Figure 3.   

Detailed notes and photographs were taken of exposed archaeological features and deposits 

and stratigraphic profile drawings were completed where required.    

 

 

Figure 3.  Aerial showing location of test pits (‘P#’) and test trenches (‘T#’) 
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RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

For the purposes of clarity, the results of the exploratory investigation have been divided 

into two sections within this report.  The sections comprise investigations undertaken 

within the proposed memorial site and immediate surrounds and those undertaken along 

the proposed haul road access.  

At the time of investigations, the ground was very dry and hard following a long spell of 

dry weather with the compact subsoils proving difficult to excavate.  This did hinder the 

excavations to some extent; however, the excavations were able to provide information on 

the extent, surviving features and condition of the site.   

 

Proposed Memorial Site and Immediate Surrounds 

The locations of test excavations undertaken within the proposed memorial site were 

designed to ground truth the result of the GPR survey and to attempt to clarify the purposes 

of the lateral terrace features (Figure 3–Figure 5).  The GPR survey had clearly shown what 

was expected to be the base of the pond/fountain associated with Kilbryde.  The survey 

also showed narrow alignments that were thought potentially to be buried structures, walls, 

paths or drainage pipes (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4.  Detail of 3D Ground Penetrating Radar and Magnetometer Results (Watson 2019) 

The test excavations uncovered the subsurface remains of the pond/fountain associated 

with Kilbryde (Test pit 1) in the location identified by the GPR survey and supported by 

previous archival research.  The excavations also confirmed that the lower terrace forms 

part of a former track or road alignment (Trench 3) and this may account for some of the 

alignments picked up in the GPR survey.  The pond and road/track alignment are discussed 

in detail below.   
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Trenches 1 and 2 also illustrated the extent of previous modifications on the site, with thick 

layers of pale grey mixed silty clay exposed both on the top ‘terrace’ area and on the 

backscarp of the former track/road alignment (Figure 6–Figure 10).   The soil profile of 

Trench 1 showed that the backscarp of the former road alignment had been built up with a 

mixed pale grey silty clay, likely during its construction but also potentially later during 

landscaping works for Kilbryde or during works for the development of the park.  The fill 

was largely sterile with the exception of window glass fragments from the upper levels.  

Trench 2 was excavated to a depth of only 30cm as ground conditions prevented deeper 

excavation.  Probing was undertaken at 10cm intervals along the base of the trench, 

however no subsurface archaeological remains were able to be identified.   

No other features were able to be identified within this area and it remains unclear what 

some of the apparent alignments identified as a result of the geophysical survey relate to.    

 

Figure 5.  Tape and compass plan of test excavations (shown in blue) undertaken within and around 

the proposed memorial site 
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Figure 6.  View looking north over Trench 1 

 

 

Figure 7.  View looking west over Trench 1 
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Figure 8.  Photo looking west showing soil profile of Trench 1 

 

Figure 9.  Stratigraphic profile of Trench 1 – northern face 

 

Figure 10.  View looking east showing the eastern soil profile of trench 2 
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Pond/Fountain 

The subsurface remains of Campbell’s pond/fountain were clearly identified during the 

geophysical survey (Figure 11).  The pond is shown on a number of photographs dating to 

the late 19th and early 20th centuries and was a significant feature and focal point within 

the Campbell garden (Figure 12–Figure 14).   

Prior to the investigations and due to particularly dry weather over the past month, it was 

noted that the subsurface footprint of the pond appeared to be visible as a patch of very dry 

grass beneath the Flame tree (Figure 15).  This area was mapped onto the site plan.  A 

single test pit of 0.5m² was excavated into the grass close to the southern edge of the 

pond/fountain site outside of the root structure of the flame tree (Figure 16).   

In situ concrete remains of the pond/fountain were identified at a depth of 30-34cm below 

the existing ground surface (Figure 17, Figure 18).  The concrete remains were overlain 

with a densely compacted, pale grey mixed silty clay soil containing loose fragments of 

concrete, glass, glazed terracotta drainage pipe, non-diagnostic animal bone and a small 

unidentified pressed metal item (Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 11.  Detail of GPR results overlaid onto an aerial showing the location of the pond/fountain.  

Source:  Watson 2019 
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Figure 12.  Auckland Harbour from Kilbryde.  Arthur Ninnis Breckon photograph taken around the 

early 1900s overlooking the pond/fountain and pathway.  Source:  Auckland Museum ref. PH-NEG-

A547 

 

Figure 13.  From Sir J. Campbell’s Panorama Auckland Harbour, Arthur Ninnis Breckon 

photograph c.1900.  Source:  Auckland Museum ref. PH-NEG-A83 
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Figure 14.  Arthur Ninnis Breckon photograph c.1900 entitled ‘Sir J. Campbell’s garden and 

harbour’.  Source:  Auckland Museum ref. PH-NEG-A80 

 

Figure 15.  View looking north-west over the location of the pond.  The dry grass appears to correlate 

with the subsurface remains of the pond (shown with black line) 
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Figure 16.  View looking north-east over the location of test pit 1 (marked with arrow), located within 

the original footprint of the pond/fountain 

 

Figure 17.  Test pit 1 showing the concrete remains of the pond/fountain at the base of the pit 
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Figure 18.  Close up of test pit 1.  The in situ remains of the pond/fountain base are exposed at the 

base of the pit.  Fragments of concrete were also identified within the overlying fill (marked with 

arrow) 

 

Figure 19.  Material recovered from the fill overlying the base of the pond/fountain 
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Old Road/Track 

A test trench excavated across the lower of the two terrace-like features exposed a former 

road/track surface beneath 10-25cm of mixed pale grey silty clay (the depth of the fill 

overburden increased towards the backscarp).  The road/track surface measured 2.95m 

wide and comprised a compacted clay with patches of coal ash waste material deposited 

along both the inner and outer edge1.  At some point in time the road/track surface was 

covered with the excavated fill material and grassed.  See Figure 20–Figure 22. 

Further examination of the surrounding area indicates that the track extended to the north 

and south of the visible section as shown on the aerial overlay below (Figure 23).  A review 

of historic photographs and survey plans could not clarify the antiquity or function of the 

road/track, however, it was potentially formed during the mid-late 19th century prior to 

Campbell’s purchase of the headland and construction of Kilbryde.  Historic photographs 

dating to c.1860 show a road/track leading down to Swainson’s house in Judges Bay which 

could potentially form part of the same alignment (Figure 23, Figure 24).  Other 

photographs dating to the early 20th century do show what appears to be a walking track 

running up the steep banks at the northern end of Judges Bay to Campbells Point and it is 

also possible that the section of track investigated forms part of that track alignment (Figure 

25).  It is also probable that a road/track running across the point during this period would 

have been an access way connecting Taurarua Judges Bay and St Georges Bay to the 

northwest.   

The road/track is unlikely to be associated with John Logan Campbell’s residence on the 

property as this area appears to be largely covered in trees in photographs taken during his 

occupancy (Figure 26) and the survey plan of the property produced in 1916 does not show 

a track in this location (Figure 27).  Of interest also is a 1940 aerial photograph (Figure 28) 

which clearly shows the original footprint of Kilbryde as well as the alignments of the 

tracks and driveway.  No road/track alignment can be seen in the location under discussion. 

It is also possible that the road/track relates to the works undertaken for the excavation of 

Campbells Point during the 1910s or 1920s, or during the development of the park during 

the 1920s, although again, this was unable to be confirmed.     

 

                                                 
1 Coarse coal waste material from gas works or steam boilers, fire boxes etc. was commonly used as an 

incidental road aggregate on unpaved roads throughout the historic period up until at least the mid-20th 

century.  The coal waste was generally kept out of gardens due to the toxic chemicals in the material. 
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Figure 20.  View looking southeast over the old road/track alignment showing the location of the test 

trench 

 

Figure 21.  View looking east over Trench 3 showing the old road/track surface.  Patches of coal ash 

waste are circled 
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Figure 22.  Trench 3 northern profile showing the former road/track surface 

 

Figure 23.  Aerial showing the identified extent of the subject section of road/track in relation to 

other sections of track discussed in text.  Aerial source:  Auckland Council Geomaps 2020 
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Figure 24.  Photograph by James Richardson c.1860s showing William Swainson’s house in the 

foreground with the track leading down to the house on the far right.  Source:  Auckland Libraries 

Heritage Collections ref. 4-3681A-70 

 

 

Figure 25.  Detail of 1925 photograph taken by James Richardson looking from Point Resolution to 

Campbells Point, showing Parnell Park.  Note the alignment of the track from the boat sheds, up the 

slope and across Campbell’s Point.  Source:  Auckland Libraries Heritage Images ref. 4-2388 
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Figure 26.  Photograph taken by Arthur Ninnis Breckon c.1900 entitled ‘Kilbryde.  Looking east over 

garden’.  Source:  Auckland Museum ref. PH-NEG-A81 

 

Figure 27.  Detail of Parnell Field Sheet No. 34, sheet 1 (1916).  The location of the subject old 

road/track alignment is overlaid in red.  Source:  Auckland Council Archives ref. ACC 015 4058-34a 
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Figure 28.  1940 aerial photograph where the footprint of Kilbryde is still visible (circled) as are the 

original path and driveway alignments.   Note that there is no clear evidence of a road alignment 

within the subject area as previously discussed (shown with white line) 

 

Proposed Haul Road Access 

A total of eight test pits varying in size from 0.3m² to 0.5m² were excavated along the 

proposed haul road access alignment (Figure 29–Figure 30).  Test pits 3 and 4 had to be 

abandoned as tree roots were encountered.  Test pits 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 all showed a similar 

soil profile comprising a highly compacted mixed pale grey silty clay fill with very 

occasional small concrete or brick fragments to a depth of c.35cm before excavation 

became too difficult to proceed with by hand (Figure 31).   Probing undertaken across the 

base of all of the excavated test pits did not identify any subsurface archaeological remains.  

This layer appears to be a layer of fill deposited over the site after the demolition of the 

house and surrounding landscaping features.  No intact archaeological remains were 

identified, although it is possible that some survive under the thick compacted layer of fill.   

It appears likely that probing previously undertaken within this area had identified the 

presence of tree roots rather than remnant subsurface features associated with the Kilbryde 

House.   
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Figure 29.  Aerial showing the locations of test pits 2-8 excavated along the route of the proposed 

haul road in relation to the area identified through magnetometer survey as possible remains of the 

former Kilbryde House (outlined in red); the location of Kilbryde as determined through historic 

plans and aerials (outlined in white) and the proposed haul road alignment (shown in blue).  Aerial 

source:  Auckland Council Geomaps 2020 
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Figure 30.  Excavation of test pits along the proposed haul road alignment 

 

Figure 31.  Test pit 2 profile – showing the typical results of test pitting along the proposed haul road 

alignment and within the footprint of Kilbryde 
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DISCUSSION 

Recent exploratory works undertaken within the recorded extent of R11/2681 (Kilbryde 

House and surrounds) have uncovered the subsurface foundations of the pond/fountain and 

remains of an old road/track alignment within and in the immediate vicinity of the proposed 

site for the Erebus Memorial.   

While the current proposed works are unlikely to affect the subsurface remains of the pond, 

the works will effectively modify or remove a section of the old road/track alignment.  It 

is estimated that approximately 30% of the identified extent of this section of road/track 

would be either destroyed or covered with fill.  The road/track alignment is thought likely 

to date prior to the construction of Kilbryde and associated landscaping of the property; 

however, this cannot be definitively stated.  The road/track is potentially part of an 

alignment running from Judges Bay to St Georges Bay during the mid-late 19th century.  

The value of the road/track is primarily historical rather than archaeological as limited 

information is likely to be obtained through further archaeological investigation.  Archival 

research has been relatively exhaustive; however, further information may come to light as 

to its function, date of construction and original full alignment.   

Test excavations were also undertaken within the previously identified extent of Kilbryde 

House where the temporary haul road is proposed to run.  The test excavations identified a 

densely compacted layer of pale grey mixed silty clay down to at least 35cm below the 

existing ground surface.  No subsurface remains of Kilbryde were able to be identified; 

however, it is possible that remnants of the building are present beneath the compacted 

layer of fill.  Given the compacted, hard nature of the soil to a depth of at least 35cm within 

this area, it is considered unlikely that the proposed engineered haul road will have any 

significant effects on intact subsurface archaeological remains associated with Kilbryde.   

The limitations of the archaeological investigations should be recognised and the general 

absence of significant archaeological remains found within the test excavations does not 

provide conclusive evidence for the absence of such remains in the affected area.  This can 

only be achieved by extensive mechanical topsoil and fill removal over the extent of the 

memorial footprint.  
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APPENDIX A:  HERITAGE NZ AUTHORITY NO.2018/673 
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